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Some extremely short basics of
machine learning

Christian Wolf

To go deeper ...
These next 15 (!!) slides will never be able to replace a full
lecture in the theory of machine learning. The interested
reader is referred to:
Shai Shalev-Shwartz and Shai BenDavid
Understanding Machine Learning,
from Theory to Algorithms
Cambridge University Press, 2014

We would like to learn to predict a value y from observed input x
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We can solve the curve fitting problem by choosing the value of w for which
E(w) is as small asN
possible. Because the error function is a quadratic function of
the coefficients w, its derivatives with respect to the coefficients will be linear in the
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Model selection
Which order M for the polynomial?
1.1. Example: Polynomial Curve Fitting
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[C. Bishop, Pattern recognition and Machine learning, 2006]
Figure 1.4 Plots of polynomials having various orders M , shown as red curves, fitted to the data set shown in
Figure 1.2.
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in the function sin(2πx).
Values of M in the range 3 ! M ! 8

Big Data!
Overfitting increases if we increase the size of the training
set.
1.1. Example: Polynomial Curve Fitting
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Figure 1.6 Plots of the solutions obtained by minimizing the sum-of-squares error function using the M = 9
polynomial
M=9 for N = 15 data points (left plot) and N = 100 data points (right plot). We see that increasing the
size of the data set reduces the over-fitting problem.

ing polynomial function matches each of the data points exactly, but between data
[C. Bishop, Pattern recognition and Machine learning, 2006]
points (particularly near the ends of the range)
the function exhibits the large oscillations observed in Figure 1.4. Intuitively, what is happening is that the more flexible
polynomials with larger values of M are becoming increasingly tuned to the random

The 3 problems of Machine Learning
1. Expressivity
–

What is the complexity of the functions my model can
represent?

2. Trainability
–

How easy is training of my model (i.e. solving the optimization
problem)?

3. Generalization
–
–

How does my model behave on unseen data?
In presence of a shift in distributions?

(D’après Eric Jang & Jascha Sohl-Dickstein)

Learning formulations
Supervised learning — Labels y ⇤ are available during training:
✓ˆ = min L (h(x, ✓), y ⇤ )
✓

Unsupervised learning — no labels, discovery of regularities in
the data. Di↵erent objectives are possible.
Self-supervised learning — prediction of masked parts of the
data itself, for instance the future:
✓ˆ = min L (h(xt
✓

:t 1 , ✓), xt )

) Pretraining step, usually followed by task oriented
training.
Reinforcement learning — learning from interactions,
maximizing the cummulated reward R over a horizon:
✓ˆ = J (⇡✓ ) = E [R(⌧ )]
⌧ ⇠⇡✓

Biological neurons

Devin K. Phillips

Neural networks
« Perceptron »

Recognition of complex activities through unsupervised
learning of structured attribute models
April 30, 2015
Abstract
Complex human actions are modelled as graphs over basic attributes and their spatial
and temporal relationships. The attribute dictionary as well as the graphical structure
Input
Output
are learned automatically from
training data.
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Gradient descent
Minimize the error on known data
"Empirical Risk Minimization"

view of the error function E(w) as
ng over weight space. Point wA is
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he discussion of Section 4.3.4, we see that the output unit activation
[C. Bishop, Pattern recognition and Machine learning, 2006]
ich corresponds to the canonical link, is given by the softmax function

Demo session:
Tensorflow
playground

Tensorflow Playground

https://playground.tensorflow.org

